WINNERS. TOGETHER.
COMING SOON

MISSION
OUR MISSION IS TO UNITE ALL GAMERS
INTO A STRONG COMMUNITY THAT
INSPIRES AND REWARDS GENERATIONS
OF ESPORT HEROES

Great Gamers is the World’s
most important eSports award
and an online community open
to all gamers

Great Gamers is celebrating
eSports as an ultimate challenge
where personalities, skills and
influences clash in a desire to
become the best.

Great Gamers is an
international community, open
to every gamer whatever his
game

Great Gamers gives a unique
opportunity to help elect the
best gamer in the world, all by
learning new tricks, becoming a
better gamer and building new
bonds

NOMINATION
The Great Gamers Awards are being proposed in the
following categories:

First Person
Shooter
(FPS)

Real-TimeStrategy
(RTS)

Multiplayer
Online Battle
Arena
(MOBA)

Sports

Entertainer

VOTING PROCEDURE
Jury nominates 10 persons per
category

Community votes online for
their favorite players and
entertainer. The 4 with the
highest scores go to the final
phase

Jury votes for the winner of
every category

The player of the year is elected
by the judges from the winners
of the 4 gaming categories

CEREMONY
The awards will be given during a ceremony at the end of 2017. The
Award Ceremony will take place in a globally recognized, prestigious
place.
GreatGamers will bring to the world’s best gamers the glory of the
best athletes, connecting the eSport with the masses and challenging
prejustices.
In the future, we will contribute to breaking the barrier separating
eSports from the mass audience

COMMUNITY
GreatGamers’s big ambition is to unite all
gamers in the world, whatever their game,
skill, country, age or sex.

Community content creation

This community is functioning through a
website, a mobile app, and a series of offline
events.

• Create ambassadors for eSports thanks to goals and incentives towards the
democratization of the industry

As every vote counts, and anyone who is good
enough can be nominated, the community
members have both the power to elect and
the opportunity to be elected

• Empower the community to create written and video content that will be promoted
through our platform

• Become a globally considered platform for eSport related news and information
Documentaries
• Break the barrier between eSport and the mass audiences
• Empower the pro gamers and display them as athletes
• Become the leading eSport related content creator
Gamers Charter
• Unite the GG community under a list of principles and values
• Spread respected values with the nominees and our ambassadors

